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Dr. Brown Awarded Grant To Dartmouth
Arsonists Destroy
Newspaper
(CPS-LNS) — Arsonists have
destroyed the office of the Bugle
American, an alternative weekly
newspaper in Milwaukee.
The fire totally demolished the
two-story frame house the
newspaper bought a year ago and
which doubled as a home for two
Bugle American staff members.
The fire was started with an
explosion at 2 a.m. while all six
staff members and a 20-monthold child slept. They escaped
serious injury because the explosion woke them up.
Staff member Bill Bregerson,
who was nearly caught in the
flames, said " a few moments
after I got out the whole front of
the building was on fire and
flames were shooting out the
windows."
An empty fuel can was found
near the front of the building and
the local fire chief believes it was
splashed on the front of the house
before it was set on fire.
The newspaper, now over five
years old, has run several local
investigative stories on nursing
homes,
the
Veterans'
Administration hospital, the
Milwaukee Tactical Police Unit
and the local Nazi organization.
Despite its loss, the Bugle
American using donated office
space and equipment, published
the next issue only one day late.
"Right now we're a crippled
newspaper," the Bugle American
said in their latest issue, "but
we've received help from all!
kinds of people."
The Bugle American staff has
said they will try to keep a weekly
schedule despite the setback. The
Bugle's temporary address is
Box 2318, Milwaukee, Wis., 53212.

Intro To Porno
(CPS) — Pornography is
becoming important enough as a
genre to merit some study,
educators at the University of
Denver have reasoned. So
starting this month, the
university's English department
will offer a course called "Smut
and Literature."
The approach to erotica will be
three-pronged: first, it will
examine the different cultural
attitudes toward sex and its place
in literature through history;
second, it will look at antipornography laws over the last
200 years; and finally, it will try
to evaluate the artistic quality of
pornography.
Dr. Joerg Fichte, who will
teach the course, said she hoped
it would be the beginning of a
series of topical literature
courses that deal with contemporary human experiences.

Dr. Jerry E. Brown, of the
Longwood College faculty, has
been awarded a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities
through
its
Fellowships in Residence for
College Teachers division.
Fellowships in Residence for
College Teachers are intended
for teachers in the smaller
private and state colleges and in
two-year colleges who are concerned primarily with improving
their own knowledge and understanding of the subjects they
teach in order to improve their
teaching. The program provides
opportunities for Fellows to study
with distinguished scholars in
their fields and to pursue
programs of personal study and
research of their own choosing.
Fifteen seminars are being
offered throughout the country
during the academic year 19751976. The number of Fellows
attending each seminar will
range from six to twelve,
depending upon the quality of the
applications and the total funds
available. These seminars are
especially designed for the
College teacher Fellowship
program, and attention to the
problem of conveying humanistic
understandings to college
students will be an integral part
of the seminar discussions.
Through his awarded grant,
Dr. Brown will attend a seminar
on "Problems in American

Autobiography" at Dartmouth
College in Hanover, New
Hampshire, during the period
from September 1975 to June
1976. This will involve a comprehensive study of American
autobiography from Benjamin
Franklin to Malcolm X, and will
include, among others, the works
of Jefferson, Emerson, R. H.
Dana, Frederick Douglas,
Thoreau, Whitman, and U.S.
Grant. The aims of the seminar
revolve around, primarily, the
establishment of an original and
authoritative relationship with a
dominant strain of American
Literature, and secondarily, to
develope a sufficiently workable
definition of autobiography in
general. Thus, it is hoped that a
genuinely critical reading of any
autobiography will be possible.
Dr. Brown, commenting on this
particular seminar stated that
he, "had been interested in
southern autobiography for a
while," and that "when seminar
tiles were announced, I was
pleased to see this topic included."
In addition to the seminar
work, Dr. Brown will do an
original study on the topic,"
Modern Southern Autobiography
and Autobiographical Fiction."
He expressed the belief that,"
Although
Southern
autobiography in the twentieth
century offers a special reflection
of American life, especially in

those works written by author s memories of himself at
Southerners living outside the another age and the author's
South, it has appeared too image of himself in a present
amorphous to be classified time." The very properties of the
generically." Mr. Brown also felt American autobiography, its
"A systematic study of the differences
with
British
autobiographical tradition must autobiographies of the same tune
cover the territory of fiction - period, and its necessity as an
the sense of place and family, the art form, has evolved into the
duality of time and history, the basic question, which Dr. Brown
function of anecdotal structure, hopes to study," Can the Teacher
and the necessity of rhetorical and the student deal with
bias — but it must go farther." autobiography as an art form,
Believing that his personal with recognizable parts and
studies will also be concerned movements?"
with the changes and the conDr. Brown, in his teaching
tinuities in public life which the qualifications, holds the B. A.
autobiographer observes, the degree in English and journalism
basic situations to which he is from Auburn University, M.A.
responding, and the solutions that from Hollins College, and the Ph.
the autobiographer comments I). from Vanderbill University.
upon or offers, Mr. Brown felt He is a native of Coffeeville,
that in capsulated form his Alabama, and taught at
project would explore the Livingston University, Middle
question "To what literary Tennessee State University, and
tradition does the autobiographer Aquinas Junior College m Nashappeal to present his conflicts?" ville before coining to Longwood
Having taught freshman in 1972. He has also worked for
composition, surveys of all several daily and weekly
periods of British and American newspapers in the Roanoke area.
literature, and courses in the
Dr. Brown's short story, "You
American novel, Dr. Jerry Must Be Present to Win," was
Brown has discovered that," published in "Crowing Up in
students who are not trained to America," an anthology of
iead literature resist concepts of autobiographical writings by
the persona and wish instead to young Americans, in 1969. He was
discuss the author. "Thus, Dr. a pamphlet copywriter for
Brown has" attempted to in- Federal projects in Lamar
terpose the autobiography as a County, Alabama, in 1969-70, and
genre in which both persona and has written newspaper and
author might be seen - both the magazine features.

Search Committee Organized To Find
Replacement For Dr. Black well
A Search Committee, comprised of five faculty members,
one department chairman, one
administrative representative,
and two students, has been formed to find a replacement for Dr.
Herbert Blackwell, whose
resignation will take effect at the
end of this semester.
The committee is comprised of
the following: Dr. Freda
McCombs, chairman,
representing the Natural
Sciences and Mathematics
departments; Dr. Janet Bingner,
representing the Education and
Psychology department and the
Campus School; Dr. Rosemary
Sprague, representing the
English, Foreigh Language,
Speech and Dramatic Arts
departments and the Library;
Mr.
Darrell
Harbaum,
representing the Art, Music, and
Health and Physical Education
Departments; Dr. Charles
Sydnor, representing the History
and Social Science, Business, and
Home Economics departments;
Dr. James Gussett, elected by the
administration to represent it;
and Mrs. Nell Griffin, department chairmen representative.
Sue Scarborough, legislative
board chairman, and Molly Lee,
orientation chairman, were

chosen by Dr. Willett as nonvoting student representatives.
The President's Advisory
Committee set up the rules and
regulations for members, and
conducted the elections. They
divided all departments into five
groups in order to achieve equal
representation from the faculty
members. In turn, each group
met and chose a representative
for the committee.
At their first meeting on March
7, the committee placed an ad in
The Chronicle of Higher
Education, a weekly publication
taken by most administrative
heads. According to Dr.
McCombs, "The ad ran in the
March 31 and April 7 issues. We
also sent a notice to all faculty
and administration at longwood,
for
suggestions
as
to
qualifications and nominees for
the position. A similar request
was sent to students. In addition,
letters were sent to sixty-seven
Presidnts of colleges in Virginia
for nominees."
Next, those who were
nominated were notified. Dr.
McCombs
stated
that
"Approximately
thirteen
nominees have been from
Longwood's campus, and around
ten from off-campus. We

received twenty applications just
last week." The deadline for all
applications is April 21.
"The committee has compiled
a list of qualifications from the
suggestions of faculty and
students, and is now in the
process of making its own list.
Minimal criteria stated in the ads
require applicants to have
college level teaching experience, an earned doctorate,
and educational administrative
experience. We are looking for
someone who has some ideas, can
help inspire other people to use
ideas and strong academic
credentials. The new dean must
have a good educational
background.
Our criteria must conform with
the job description of a dean as to
what he has to do - such things as
catalogues, summer school, and
a variety of other things. Our list
will be what we feel is most
important in a dean for
IxHigwood, right now and in years
ahead."
Those seeking the position will
send a credentials file to the
committee, which will evaluate
each and make a preliminary
decision, eliminating some. "The
file will include a letter by the
candidate stating his or her in-

terest in the position, a resume or
curriculum vitae, a summary of
education, experience, research,
publications, honors, and
anything else good. It must also
include transcripts and a number
of letters of recommendation. It
is very similar to what is sent by
the placement office for
Ixmgwood graduates. Next, we
will get together and hash out
what we have left to narrow the
selection to about three to five
people. These will be asked to
come for an interview. Dr. Willett
will meet with the committee and
candidates, and we will make a
recommendation
to
him,
possibly more than one. He will
make the final decision and take
it to the Board of Visitors for final
approval."
The ads stated the position
would be filled on or before
August 1, but Dr. McCombs said
"It is too important a decision to
try to set a deadline. It will
depend on the number of applications and how many we are
really interested in. We can't
really tell anything until after
April 21, when all the applications
are in."
Students are urged to send in
any suggestions for qualifications
(Continued on Page 2)
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Remedies Offered
For Traumas

Spring Week End

And Tribulations
The

tramas

and

tribulation

of

the

typical

Longwood student are to such a large degree that it is
no wonder such international situations as the
refugees in Vietnam go unconsidered. In fact,

ap-

proximately forty per cent of the student body would
probably retort, "Where's Vietnam?"
One of the more

important problems which

plagues life at Longwood during this time of the year is
whether the sun will be shining tomorrow. If an airplane pilot flew over Longwood on one of those days
where the temperature was at least 60 degrees, and
there was a slight degree of sun light cutting through

Spring Week End, and her
committee have worked for
many hours so that we will have a
series of really successful activities.
The only thing that is needed
from the Student body is
cooperation and support. This
will be a good week end to be at
longwood! It will be a good time
to invite friends! It will be a good
time to forget frustrations,
problems, and pressures and
have some fun!
Read the article on page 3 of
this issue of the Rotunda for more
details on the concerts and
mixer, and plan to be around on
Saturday during the day for other
surprises.
Sincerely,
I>aurie McCullough

only are many products just not
available, but the prices of
products that are available have
skyrocketed. With your help,
we'll continue to offer the widest
variety and highest quality foods
available that your board dollars
will allow. Here's how you can
help — take only the food you
want. Last year, 4 tons of plate
waste was thrown out every day
in the Residence Halls. A lot of it
because students took more than
they could eat and became full
before they finished. Remember,
we want to enjoy a complete
meal, but please complete your
meal. (Quantity Foods Class)
I jnda Dobyns

Dear Editor,
This week end is Bluegrass
Week End at Longwood. In past
years, the week end was called
May Day, and last year it was
changed to Mardi Gras. Trying to
keep up with student interest, it
has again changed, this time to a
Bluegrass theme.
You probably know that the
admissions office invites many
high school students to I^ongwood
for the activities on Saturday,
and that the custom has been to
use the week end for recruiting
purposes. This is a good and
enjoyable way to acquaint
prospective students with the
campus, and show them what the
atmosphere of Ix>ngwood is like.
This year we have tried to
organize the activities so that our
Food Waste
own student body will be able to
participate in and enjoy Dear Editor,
everything.
The number one news item in
Roxann Fox, chairperson of the country has been FOOD! Not

Foster Responds
Dear Editor:
In reply to the letter in the
March 19 ROTUNDA, and to
those who have personally approached me, I would like to say,
yes, there is a place for cats on
this campus too, but copy space
did not permit me to mention
anything more than dogs.
Briefly, cats could stay in a
separate dorm, and would be
subject to all of the same health
regulations as dogs. Each owner
would be responsible for litter
boxes and sanitation. And, in the
same manner as it applied to
dogs, cats must be leashed or
caged when outside of its owner's
room.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Karen Foster

Commentary: Outcome

the clouds, he would probably think his compass was

Of Greek Week

off and he was flying near the beach. In any case, it
would be extremely difficult for him to believe that the
sun patio was in reality the roof of a college.
Of course if the curse of nature falls on Longwood
and the sun is not out for the day, the students find
another means of escape, one which presents itself on a
television set in the form of a "modern" fairy tale. The
upstairs of the Lankford Building is always a good
place to find a humorous situation. Amid the sobs,
bodies arranged all over the room, and occasional,
"kiss him please!", one soon realizes that all these
emotions are directed toward a television set. To add
to the ridiculousness of the situation is the fact that this
is not a unique occurance, it's one that happens every
day.

By CATHY MORRIS
According to Bill Klein, IFC
president at Hampden-Sydney,
this year's Greek Week was
voiced to have been better than
last year's due mainly to "better
planning, more events, and
greater participation." Events
were planned for every night of
the week and the turn out far
exceeded that expected by
chairmen Cathy Morris and Jay
Dorschel. The biggest evidence of
this was the Greek banquet held
Monday night which was attended by 257 Hampden-Sydney
greeks and well over 500
Longwood
greeks.
The
customary speaker was replaced
by a song competition between
sororities and fraternities, an
event which has never been tried
before. The dance Tuesday night
drew an extremely large crowd
with Greeks from the University
of Richmond, U.Va., Hampden-

Sydney, and Longwood dancing
to CHESS. Thursday night free
movies (STRAWDOGS and
cartoons) were held in St. John's
Auditorium. The events on the
circle Saturday were well attended also and to judge by the
number of kegs consumed, much
enjoyed. ASA successfully
defended their title in the leap
frog competition while Alpha
Delta Pi walked (?) off with the
chugging honors. Mr. and Ms.
Greek were announced Friday
night at the Jr. Walker and the
All Stars concert with Kappa
Delta's representative, Patti
Moran, being named and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon's contestant
taking the Mr. Greek title. The
week ended Saturday night with a
dance in the gym (due to the cold
weather) featuring the Monterays. A week of dinners,
dances, movies, happy hours,
games GREEK WEEK 1975.

Search Committee

'
The extent of the tribulations on this campus was
also apparent at the Press Conference where questions

H|THE ROTUND* £

such as "What's in the meatloaf?" and "Is the catsup

W Established 1920

watered down?"

JtafT

Thursday nights also present one of the greatest
tribulations; how to pack ALL THOSE

clothes into

THAT suitcase. Of course, the least and the last item to
be considered are the books.
Until a solution can be found for these and other
situations like these, activities such as

movies,

speakers, and press conferences will continue to be
poorly attended. One such incident of this sort was the
Geist Bloodmobile. The percentages were extremely
low, possibly because the sun was out. One solution
may be to pull the plugs out of all the television sets
between the hours of 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.Another

ffff?
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Pack a Suit Case."
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(Continued from Page 1)
to Dr. McCombs by April 15.
These will be compiled into a list
similar
to
the
faculty
suggestions, and will be considered by the committee as they
make their own list. As of last
week, very few students had sent
in any suggestions, and even
though this is the normal
response from
Longwood
students, everyone should realize
that the position to be filled is an
extremely important one and will
affect every student of this year
and in the future. Longwood will
be losing a great dean, and unless
all become concerned, there will
be no hopes of finding one nearly
as good.
As for the committee, Dr.
McCombs states, "They are very
hard working and cooperative.
We are having to meet during
lunch hours, since no time during
the week suited everyone. So far,
we have met once or twice each
week, depending upon how
pressing the ideas are." In
concluding, she wanted to "thank
Mrs. Coleman and Mrs. Stanley,
Dr. Willett's secretaries, for all
their hard work. They have had
to do all the typing letters to each
applicant and requests for
nominations, and the load is
gigantic."

SUPPORT
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
DAY
APRIL 17
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Spring Weekend Sponsored By Student Union
By JO LEILI
"Great Gawd A-a-1-m-i-ghty,
those good ole boys play up a
storm!!",
can only be a
description about none other than
"The Star Spangled Washboard
Band," who will set off the tempo
of the Bluegrass Week End, to be
held by Longwood, April 11, to the
12th.
Washboard Band
Featured at a Free outdoor
concert to be held at 8:00 p.m., at
Longwood Estates, publicity
chairperson, sophomore Debbie
Webb, will extend a cordial invitation toward all area Virginia
Colleges, including the U. of
Richmond, U. Va., V.C.U.,
Lynchburg College, V.M.I.,
Randolph Macon, William and
Mary, Washington and Lee,
Central Virginia Community
College, Virginia Tech, and
Hampden-Sydney, thus encouraging the free aspects of the
concert and the out of doors, the
"get togetherness" of the
bluegrass music and the general
partying spirit. The beer and
cokes, to be sold at the concert,
will adequately accompany the
banjo, bass, bass (electric), bass
(washtub), bells, cymbols, fiddle,
guitar (acoustic), guitar
(electric), harmonica, horns
(assorted), Jew's harp, jug,
kazoo, mandolin, spoons, tambourine, ukelele, and washboard,
composed of one battery powered
bicycle horn, three squeeze type
tricycle horns, one silver metal
ash tray, a finger symbol, wood
blocks, a metal strainer, and
seven bells, definitely not your
typical thimble verses washboard reproduction, which
compromise the basis of the
Washboard Band's sound.
The band, which began more or
less, about three years ago at
Albany State, with informal but
varied musical backgrounds,
prides itself on their sounds,
ranging the spectrum from jug

band, to hard rock, to blues,
understandably weird music to
build a band around, but matching their attitude that "We're
weird people."
Composed of seven young men,
with an immense musical talent,
and a great sense of the comic,
their music serves as a vehicle
not only for serious "down to
earth playin,' " but also as a
barrage of comic routines. These
dudes have toured throughout the
east, playing their "80 mile an
hour bluegrass," but also innovating to produce such
sidetracks as a rollicking,
hillbilly version of Beethoven's
ninth symphony that would
"make poor Ludwig turn in his
grave!" The Washboard Band
satirizes sides of American living
and performing, from old radio
acts, to megaphone singers, to
game shows, to television
commercials.
Having been booked for two
weeks, but held over for three
months at Disney World, "The
Star Spangled Washboard Band"
evoked such comments as "the
best pickin' n' singin' scene since
Cousin Em came down the
mountain with a fiddle in his
hand," from the Editor of Pickin'
Magazine, and "Unabashedly
outrageous foot stomping, hand
clapping, tongue-in-cheek
bluegrass-slapstick!," from the
Watertown Daily Times. Also
described as being "unclassifiable," by Rolling Stone
Magazine," a highly spirited
group sounding roughly like
musically talented drunks run
amuck in a pizza parlor," by the
Washington Post, "delightful,"
by Variety, and that "Trying to
write an article about them is like
studying fruit flies without a
microscope-whatever that
means?," by the Rambler News.
The Washboard Band, then
seems to be ready for Longwood,
if Longwood is ready for the
Band.

Hardwood
The backup, Friday night, will
consist of "Hardwood" a five
member band from the Blue
Ridge Mountains of Virginia.
Describing themselves as "light"
music musicians, producing
country and swing sounds, but
basically bluegrass to the very
core, "Hardwood" features a
female vocalist, Harriet Greene
as lead singer, with Harry on
fiddle and lead guitar, Dave on
bass guitar, Ron on pedal steel
guitar, and Curtis on drums. Well
accepted by, and friendly toward
their audience, "Hardwood" was
described as being "great," by
all who had seen them at the
N.E.C. convention in Savannah,
Georgia, on October 74.
Saturday will continue the
barefooted, bluegrass spirit, with
an 11:30 a.m., to 1:30 p.m., picnic
lunch catered by Slater on
Wheeler mall, with live entertainment, as executed again
by "Hardwood," after their night
at the Estates. Saturday night, at
8:00 p.m., with the location to be
announced, a free mixer will be
sponsored
by
Longwood,
costarring two sets of diverse
talents.
Mission Mountain
Wood Band
"Mission Mountain Wood
Band," four young men from the
hills of Montana, and one from
Nevada, will provide the
"footmoving'" music, much as
they did last year, when the Wood
Band supplied the backup to
Long wood's outdoor "IF" concert.
Steve, Rob, Greg, Richard, and
Terry, have acquired technical
virtuosity on Bass, Banjo,
Electric Guitar, Flute, mouth
harp, mandolin, acoustic guitars
(6 and 12 string) and drums, and
are noted for their "Hoedown
Sound" and "Mountain Dew
Fermentation." They're well
known for getting their audience
to "stomp their feet, clap their

hands," and leave them "jumping, scratching, and hollering
like nothing short of Tennessee
Lightnin'!"
Costarring with the Wood
Band, but certainly not to be
outdone, will be the comedy (?)
team of "Divided We Stand."
Having been viewed as emcees at
the N.E.C. convention, held in
Washington D. C, in February
75, they exhibited a skill for
producing virtually every sort of
imitation imaginable, from a
human 3-people computer, to an
armless-legless harmonica
playing wonder, to the plight of a
conductor when his two opera
virtuosos suddenly go insane.
Divided We Stand
"Divided We Stand" has
performed at such Colleges as the
U. of Georgia, Loyola University
Yale, Wisconsin State University,
and Indiana State University,

Clubs such as The Playboy Clubs
in N.Y.C. and Boston, The Cellar.
Door in Georgetown, and Mr.
D's, have been in concert with
such notables as Anne Murrey,
Maynard Ferguson, Sylvia
Tyson, and Frankie Vali and the
Four Seasons, and have
previously appeared on the Mike
Douglas Show. "Divided We
Stand,"
are described by
Woman's Wear Daily as being "A
trio of zanies that remind me of
Mad Magazine's Don Martin,"
"a zany and funny comedy trio
with an eye for clever pantomine
and an ear for weird noises. . ."
by the Washington Post, and
"One most unusual group. . .they
are hysterically funny. . .a living
cartoon, exhibiting the same
sense of surrealism as Road
Runner and Bullwinkle J.
Moose" by the New York City
Herald.
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IN FLOWERS CALL
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Student Union Sponsors "Pitch-In Week
Monday, April 7th., through
Friday, April 11th., will feature
the 1975 National College "Pitch
In!" Week Awards Program, as
sponsored by Budweiser and ABC
Radio Network. It will
simultaneously be observed on
the longwood Campus as chaired
by Barbara Lichford and
Janet Sullivan, under the
sponsorship of the Student Union.
National College "Pitch In!"
Week, is essentially a collegeoriented, anti-litter program, the
goal of which centers on an effort
to create an active interest and
genuine enthusiasm among
campus groups to organize and
carry out campus and community clean-up projects.
Involved in
the Awards
Program, is the initiative of five
$1,000 first place, and five $500
second place awards, and a
number of Merit Awards, one of
which was received by HampdenSydney College, for their 1974
effort. The participation in
"Pitch In!" is on a nation wide
scale, and has included such
other institutions as the
University of Hawaii, Kent State
University, Northern Virginia
Community
College,
the
University of Houston,
the
University of Pennsylvania, and
UCLA.
Ixmgwood's own program for
'Pitch In!" Week, will basically
involve two projects. One will
consist of a week long can drive,
in which garbage cans will be
placed in the residence halls, into
which students can dispose of any
empty tin or aluminum cans, thus
making them available for
recycling. The second project will
be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, April 9th. and 10th.
from 4:30 p.m., to 7:00 p.m., at
the parking lot for Longwood's
state cars. Here, a free car wash
will be run, which will service
three cars at a time, cleaning
both the inside and the outside of
the cars. The drivers of the cars
will then be presented with a
"Pitch In!" litter bag, to help
discourage the growing problem
of litter on the roads and highways. People will work in shifts
for the two and a half hour period,
with bag dinners being provided
for these workers by Slater.
A set of rules accompanies the

week long effort, in order to
provide fairsess and accuracy in
the outcome of the judging and
the administering of the resulting
awards. Any college or university,
or
any
approved
organization on campus is
eligible to participate in National College "Pitch In!" Week. In
order to enter, the organization
must send a letter or postcard
indicating a willingness to participate in the drive to the New
York "Pitch In!" headquarters,
and documentation of the
organization's results of "Pitch
In!" Week, whether in the form
of a written summary,
photographs, newspaper clippings, tapes, motion picture
films, etc., must be sent to the
ABC Radio Network, no later
than midnight, May 16, 1975.
Co-chairpersons, Janet
Sullivan and Barbara Lichford, in
working
with
THE "Pitch In!" effort expressed the belief that this activity would definitely be a
worthwhile program for the
Longwood campus. Janet
commented that "I like the idea
of I/ongwood participating in
competition with other Colleges
and larger Universities," and the
fact that "Pitch In!" hopefully
will be a community and campus
project."
Barbara felt that "Pitch In!"
provided a noteworthy cause for
Longwood, because its good for
the College to do something
worthwhile concerned with
ecology." In discussing how the
two ideas for the car wash and
can drive developed, Barbara
said that "We had planned to
renovate a house in Farmville or
the surrounding area, but we just
couldn't get a house to work on, I
guess basically because no one
wants to be degraded by being
told that their house needs to be
fixed up!" She stated also that
"We had problems doing projects
for and with the community,
because this is Spring Clean Up
month in Farmville, and they
already had their own plans, so
we came up with the idea of the
free car wash and the can drive,
both of which should go over well
with student participation."
Further deliberating on the car

^^

UTTER is A
IN AMERICA'S FACE.
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This i- cut' dj—A— we can lick,
if we nil cul it out ... and
Pitch In!

FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES
FROM THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION
AND ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES.

wash, Barbara said "We hope
that the bags we give people at
the car wash will encourage them

to throw away trash in the bags
rather than out the car windows," and also that "I sincerely

hope people will make "Pitch
In!" Week, Pitch in Year, and
continue efforts all year round."

Dr. Margaret Lindsey Spoke April 4
By ELLEN CASSADA
Dr.
Margaret
Lindsey,
Professor of Education at
Columbia University, spoke April
4 in Wygal. Her topic was "The
Profession of Education. Dr.
Lindsey has authored numerous
articles and journals in
education, and is lecturing at
various campuses around the
country.
In her introduction, Dr. Lindsey mentioned three ways to deal
with the education profession in
1975. The first attribute of a real
professional is that they are
"responsible for discovering and
varifying new knowledge, and
AW! AT LAST!!

Old Man,I have
traveled a thousand
miles to Cind upu and to
ask one question .'What
i« the meaning qBLiCe ?"

make rational decisions based on
the knowledge. The professional
teacher is an inquirer, constantly
asking questions."
Professional educators must
determine "what differences
varying questions make in a
classroom. They must get
students to lift their cognitive
processes. Interactions determine how students think, and
whether they stay at the lowest
level or advance. The goal at
every level should be to lift the
cognitive processes in which
students engage. There must be
evaluations of questions asked
and materials and research. With

the professional's knowledge in
research, each can evaluate his
own practices."
Secondly, the teacher must
"render professional services,
engaging in membership in a
iubculture called education.
Monitoring and policing competences of members is important. A professional should
provide input in training sessions
for future teachers. You are
obligated to guarantee competency of yourself and all in
your school. You must assume
responsibility for peers."
Assessment programs in
twenty-seven states require

Gort, I too have traveled
a thousand miles to
find QOO and to ask
one que6tion-."What
i6 the meaning oC
LiCe?"

teachers to demonstrate their
competence. Some states have
even done away with tenure
procedures, in order to guarantee
to the public that teachers will be
qualified and effective. What are
some criteria in determining
competency? According to Dr.
Lindsey, "present evidence of
success, including pupils performances, likes and dislikes,
and attitudes, show evidence of
improvement. Accountability
movements have emphasized
responding positively to pupils'
behaviors."
A third requirement for a
professional teacher should inIt's a good
thing v^e've
both bought
round-trip
tickets.

©wwwicfotfifcr ^S^
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elude "membership in a
professional organization or
group. In the past, teaching has
frequently
operated
on
dedication and committment,
and it was too easy to take advantage of educators. "The NEA
and the AFT are the largest
organizations, and they have
"concentrated their energies on
improving work conditions —
salary, overtime, class size,
requirements for qualifications,
and many more. These
organizations give power that one
person alone does not have."
In concluding, Dr. Lindsey
emphasized that "entrance into
professional practice requires
three things. Major exposure
should be on inquiring into
schools' curriculums and learning situations, and examining
ways for inquiring. The political
role is more and more important
as you move into education, and
this is equally applicable to all
professional educators. We also
must train ourselves to ask
questions that lead to higher
levels of learning in all
situations."
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Common Sense II Peoples Bicentenial Commission
COMMON SENSE II by The
number of myths about from Continental Grain, your
Peoples Bicentenial Commission America's largest corporations, ham from IT&T, your vegetables
— 1975. Batam Books $1.25.
and have presented, complete from Tenneco, your potatoes
COMMON SENSE II is a 108 with documentation, facts about from Boering Aircraft, and your
page protest against the cor- industry. For example, "The mixed nuts from Getty Oil."
porate economy of the 1970's and next time you drop in at the
Again and again the PBC lays
a call to all patriotic-minded supermarket, just think about bare reasons as to why the
American members ot an over this. Your turkey probably came worker consumer is not receiving
worked, underpaid, yet still from Greyhound, your chicken the full purchasing power of his
passive labor force to revolt
against the wealthy minority who
dictate to the majority.
The book attempts to appeal to
one's patriotism by comparing
the 1770's and the 1970's: the
inflation, scarcity of necessary
goods, "bought" politician
1 Oz. Southern Comfort
special interests, leaking of
government papers, and others.
Vi Oz. Liquore Galliano
Quoting also from such
revolutionaries as Tom Paine,
Sam and John Adams, Ben
Orange Juice
Franklin, and Tom Jefferson,
COMMON SENSE II seeks to
place the words of men in another
era into the problems of today,
Fill tall glass with ice cubes, add
sometimes conveying to the
reader a sense of their having
liquors, fill with orange juice, stir.
been used out of context.
Yet, the Peoples Bicentennial
Commission have cleared up a

COMFORT WALLBANGER

dollar, why large agribusinesses
like IT&T, GM and Exxon are so
wealthy, why prices are rising
and even suggestions to combat
inflation and the corporations
themselves.
Chapter Titles are "From
Feudalism to Corporatism,"
"The Corporate Government,"
"The Nature of Corporate
Authority," "Tracing Corporate
Tyranny To Its Source," "What's
Good for GM is Good for the
Country,"
"An
Economy
Organized Against the Principles
of 76," "What can Our
Paychecks Buy," "Corporate
Reformers," "A Simple Choice:
Corporate
Tyranny
or
Democratic Representation,"
"Indiviudal
Incentive
to
Produce,'' "Economic
Efficienty," "Competency To
Make Decisions," "The Best
Kept Secret in America,"
"Making the Transition From a
Corporate Economy to a
Democratic Economy," "Public

Property
Versus
Private
Property," "Property in a
Democratic Economy," "We
Must All Hang Together," and "A
Platform to Unite America."
This final chapter is sub-titled:
"The Declaration of Economic
Independence," and is rewritten
to express the ideas of the PBC.
Unfortunately, it can be read and
taken as a joke, although it is
evidently presented in all sincerity.
COMMON SENSE II is informally and conversationally
written, but this reviewer could
see its words flowing from the
mouth of a radical politician
lobbying for a new economic
program, and maybe that is the
desired effects. Were this book
less bombastic, less sensational,
however, it would have held more
appeal.
(Quotation from COMMON
SENSE II, Peoples Bicentenial
Commission, Bantam, Copyright
1975.)

Grandaughters Club Plays
Role In L. C. Traditions
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By BILLIE BRIGHTWELL
The Granddaughters Club is a
small organization but plays an
important part in a tradition on
Longwood's
campus.
The
members of the club are the
official hostesses of Founders
Day, which is equivalent to
Homecoming in High School.
Students who are eligible are
those who have had any relative
attend I/mgwood for any period
of time (for at least one
semester}. Due to the name of the
club many may have felt they
were not eligible.
April 26 is Founders Day this
year and any student eligible is
asked to come out and help at the
registration desks, usher, and
various other jobs that help make
it a successful day for returning
alumni. This year's Founders
Day will be a little different In
that there will be no speaker on
Saturday morning but a fashion
show with people from each
reunion year modeling what they

wore when going to liongwood.
tater these models will join their
class in a parade arounnd
campus.
Thursdaj, April 10there will l>c
a meeting for all eligible, interested students in the Banquet
Room during lunch, Please lei
Billie Brightwell know if you can
attend but just conic nil and rat
with us if you can (Curi \ 40.5,
392-5403, Box 1511
You would never know how
much fun and how interesting it is
working with past students,
especially those from the 1800s
and early 1900's! You think
Longwood is strict now, you
wouldn't believe. And the
screams of "Oh Martha, you
haven't changed a bit!" fill the
whole campus. It's a real experience!
So help the Granddaughters
Club and The Alumni Association
make Founders Day successful.
Hope to see you Thursdaj, April
10 at 12:00 in the Banquet Koom.

Junior Art Show Exhibited
To April 23' Library
The Annual Junior Art Show, Claudia Spencei, India
sponsored by the Department ol Watkins, Deborah Warren,
Art at longwood College, will be Vickie Wells, and Deborah
held at Lancaster library from Wilkinson. Others participating
April 5 to April 23. The exhibit aie Carol Carinack, Susan
includes
selected
work.1 Stalnaker, and Jackie Wall
The show presents works in
by junior art majors including
Donna Adams, Donna Barry, various media such as painting,
I .aura Budd, Lynda Edwards, sculpture, printmaking,
metals
and
Teresa Kick., Kathleen Forrester, photography,
.>an Garrptt. Karen Hairfield, enameling,
weaving,
and
Lou Noel, Shraon Park, Suz- ceramics. The exhibit is open to
mne Kapp, Joanne Smith, the public.

Silkscreen By Barbara Bishop
Accepted For Exhibit
A photographic silkscreen print
by Ms. Barbara L. Bishop,
Associate
Professor
and
Chairman of the Art Department,
Longwood College, has been
accepted for the 1975 Lynch burg
Fine Arts Center Juried Artists
Exhibition, April 6 - May 4.
I^awrence Alloway, juror for
the exhibition, made his sections from 325 entries from
throughout Virginia. Seventy
works W*T»' chosen for hanging in
the show.

Mi. Alloway, writer, educator
and critic, is currently professor
of Art History at the State
University of Stony Brook, New
York. He is art editor of "The
Nation" and associate editor of
"Art Forum."
The Exhibition if presented in
affiliation with the Virginia
Museum and made possible by a
grant from the Virginia Commission of the Arts and
Humanities and the Virginia
Museum Corporate Patrons.
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George Borgstrom - Professor Of
Food Science - Speaks April 23
Georg Borgstrom is professor
of food science and geography at
Michigan State University, East
I^nsing. He is a recognized
authority on world food resources
and their utilization, food
freezing, and frozen food bacteriology. In November of 1968 he
was awarded the Socrates Prize
by the Swedish Educational
Association. He is only the second
person ever to receive the prize,
which recognizes outstanding
contributions to adult education.
In February 1969, he won an MSU
Distinguished Faculty Award
His major research has been in
fish, fruits and vegetables. Dr.
Borgstrom is editor of a fourvolume work: "Fish as Food"
(Academic Press, New York,
1960-64) and "Atlantic Ocean
Fisheries" (London, 1961). In
both works he authored several
major chapters on fish and
shellfish proteins, the role of fish
in world feeding and technical
developments in fish processing.
In 1964 he published Japan's
Success in World Fishing"
I London I, followed by a volume
on Soviet Russia's spectacular
thrust into marine fishing since comprehensive 500-page treatise
World War II
on the world food situation,
To the standard textbook followed by two volumes on the
"Technology of Fruit Juice same topic 11961,1963). Books by
Production" (AVI, 1956, revised him in this field have been
edition 1962), Dr. Borgstrom translated into Danish, Finnish
contributed the chapter on fruit and German.
juice preservation. In "Advances
His best-known U. S. work is
in Food Research" (1956) he "The Hungry Planet, The
reviewed the field of frozen food ModernWorld at the Edge of Fmicrobiology.
amine" (MacMillan, New York,,
Prior to joining Michigan State 1965). It was listed by the
University in 1956, Dr. Borgstrom American I Jbrary Association as
was active as professor in his one of the 50 most important
native Sweden, where he books in 1965. His most recent
organized and headed con- book, "Too Many — An
secutively two major food Ecological Overview of Earth's
research institutes.
limitation," has been published
For two decades, Dr. in paperback by Collier Books.
Borgstrom has devoted himself
In addition to these works, Dr.
to intense research in world food Borgstrom has published exproblems, especially in regard to tensively in leading scientific and
world utilization of protein. In popular magazines and journals
1953, he published in Swedish a in many countries.

THE MARCH 19TH ROTUNDA
MISTAKE SHOULD BE 20% INSTEAD
OF 2% OF JR.-SR. SURVEY.

Stonikinis Appointed Member
Of Social Work Ed. Council
Mr. George Stonikinis, director
of the Social Work Department,
was appointed on March 14, as a
member of the Social Work
Education Council. There are
five board members at present
which are appointed by the
membership. At the meeting on
March 14, where Mr. Stonikinis
was appointed, fourteen colleges
and
universities
were
represented.
This Council involves Social
Work Education in the fields of
education and training. Mr.
Stonikinis is also in charge of
making a directory of all the
social work educators and
trainers. Mr. Stonikinis explained that this organization will
keep Longwood up on, "the
constant update of relevant
B.S.W. level educational mat-

Prof. Borgstrom has traveled
widely in the U. S., Latin
America and Western Europe,
and also has made extensive
visits to Japan and the Soviet
Union. He has been called upon
frequently to address international
and
national
congresses of professional
organizations, and is a fellow of
several scientific academies and
member of many scientific and
professional societies. He is wellknown as a lecturer and radio
commentator on world food
problems.
Since 1958, Dr. Borgstrom has
led an interdisciplinary, alluniversity seminar on world food
problems, and had a part in
initiating (in 1961) and then
teaching in an an all-university
course on the "Great Issues" of
our days.

Views Of Greek Week

erials, films, books, accreditation,
standards, provide a maximum!
amount of consultation services,
and will lobby for us at the state
and federal levels for federal
money." This organization will
also provide Longwood with a
strong linkage with public andi
private Social Welfare agencies
in Virginia. Mr. Stonikinis added
that, "we are hoping to pull in
schools from D.C. and Maryland
into this organization."
Mr. Stonikinis has also been
asked to present a paper on April
12, at the University of Richmond. The Virginia Social
Science Association asked Mr.
Stonikinis to present the paper.
The title of the paper is "Anomie
and Rankian Psychotheraphy,
Neuroses, and Social Man."

"How The Ogres Stole Beanie
Day"— Freshman Production
With scenes from past
productions, the class of 78
presented their final product,
"How The Ogres Stole Beanie
Day" April 3, in Jarman
Auditorium. Freshman
Production 78 received a standing
ovation
from
upperclassmen.
The production under the
leadership of Lynn Sullivan,
chairman, and Vicki Thomas and
"Sunshine" Wells co-chairman
was termed a success.
The curtains were raised to
find "Herman" (Cathy Lowe) as
a small boy persued by "Martha"
played by Gay Kampfmueller.
The plot of the production was a
parallel to the Freshman Capping at Longwood. The ogres
played by Sara Jo Wyatt, Kathy
Barcalow, Unday Crovatt and
Betty Grizzard, stole the freshmen's beanies, believing it would
destroy Beanie Day and cause
"unhappiness". The children
played by Patty Dobbins, Terry

Donahue, Betsey Tanner, Shaw
Word, Susie Livernois, Sally
Hoffmaster, Gwen Goggin, Robin
Havens, Mary M. Sauders, Libby
Ostrom, Diane Lownian, wake up
Beanie Day morning to find their
beanies gone. They run to JoanCheryl Rowland to find a
solution. They decide to overcome the problem by making a
giant beanie. Beanie Day is a
success everyone is happy. The
parents were played by Pam
Bluvetl, Amy Miller, Julie
Burner, Pat Graham, and Karen
Rich.
Behind the stage work consisted of many class members.
Choreography was controlled by
Dottie Iabahn. The set consisting
of the colonade and trees were
constructed by Linda Baumler.
Lightning for the evening was
done by Brenda Ragsdale.
Joanna Taylor was in charge of
the music. Karen I^ett was stage
manager for the Freshman
Production.
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Watercolor Display
An exhibit of watercolors by
Lee Montgomery of White Marsh,
Virginia, will open April 11 in the
Bedford Gallery and will be on
display through May 2. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1
to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and 2 to 6 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. This is the
second exhibit Mr. Montgomery
has had at logwood, the first
being in 1964 and a combination
of drawings, paintings, and crafts
items which included glass,
ceramics, enamel, lead sculpture
and carved teak and mahogany
travs and servers. He also works
in silver.
Mr. Montgomery's paintings
have won numerous honors in the
Irene I^each Annual Exhibit at
the Norfolk (now Chrysler)
Museum, and he has won a
Certificate of Distinction in the
Virginia Museum Artists'
Biennial, which entitled him to
have a one-man show in the

Robinson House of the Virginia
Museum. The Virginia Museum
owns one of his watercolors.
A native of Georgia, Mr.
Montgomery is a 1957 University
of Georgia B.F.A. He joined the
public school faculty of Newport
News as an art resource teacher
in 1957 and has remained in the
system in different capacities. At
the present time, he is head of the
art department in Warwick High
School.
With a laudable list of exhibits
and a wide representation in
numerous private and public
collections, it is with pleasure
that the Art Purchase Committee
of longwood College will add his
work to its collection.
The Art Department of
I/mgwood has been fortunate to
have had Mr. Montgomery
conduct a workshop in watercolor
for the painting classes and interested observers on April 4.

LANKFORD BUILDING LONGWOOD COLLEGE
Sponsored by Department of Art and Student Union

Martha O'Brien
S€NIOR ART MAJOR

Longwood Professor
To Exhibit Jewelry
Mark Baldridge, Assistant
Professor of Art at Longwood
College and member of the
Society of North American
Goldsmiths, will exhibit a pinpendant in the Second Annual
Contemporary Jewelry
Exhibition at Georgia State
University in Atlanta. The pinpendant is entitled "Night

Flower" and is made of 14K gold,
sterling silver, corten, and
contains a stone.
Each member of the Society of
North American Goldsmiths was
invited to send one item of
Jewelry to the exhibition, which
opens April 7 and closes on April
30.

Come feel
the hills
and valleys
of your
feet.

Reg.
$
1495
List

1Q88

Scholl
exercise sandals
Come rest your feet In the
hollows and the rises. Experience
the coolness of polished beechwood against the
warmth of bare skin. Feel the little mound we call the
toe-grip, that helps you turn mere steps into a beautiful toning and awakening for your legs. Scholl,
the original Exercise Sandals. Better than barefoot.
Red, white, blue, or bone cushioned leather strap.
Raised heel or flat (bone only).

GRAY'S
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
219 N. Mom St.
Shopping Center
Phone 3923145
Phone 392 3167
Farmville, Virginia

APRIL 2 thru 20,1975
in the RCADING ROOMS

Results Of Intramural
Activities Now Disclosed
The results of the Intramural
Activities for the past year are as
follows:
In the Basketball competition,
for the Intermediate division
Alpha Sigma Tau won, and in the
Beginners division Delta Zeta
was the winner. Barbara O'Bnan
won the Bowling Tournament.
Sandy Bailey won the Tennis
Singles in the Intermediate
division and Mary Corbin in the
Beginners division. In Ping Pong,
Marilyn Dull was the winner.
In the Intermediate division in
Volleyball, Frazer dorm was the
winner while Zeta Tau Alpha was
the winner in the Beginners
division. Alpha Sigma Tau was
the winner in the Swimming
Intramurals. Jan Waldron
won the one-on-one Basketball
competition. In Field Hockey,
Frazer dorm won the honors in
the Intermediate division as Zeta
Tau Alpha won in the Beginners
division. Patsy Miller won the
Archery competition.
Support your dorm or sorority
in the Softball Intramurals which
are going on this week and next
week.
Softball Team to UVa.
On April 12, Longwood College
Intramural
Activities
Association will send an intramural team to UVa. to participate in an invitational Softball
Tournament.
The members of that team are:
Donna Johnson, Mary Ann
Gresham, Gayle Morris, Diana
Dull, Jerry Morrow, Terri
Sawyer, Carolyn Henshaw,

Colleen Blakeley, Toni Harris,
Terri Donahue, Lynn Wilkes,
Crystal Limerick, Marilyn Estes,
Millie Barnes and Donna Adams.
Thanks to all the other people
who tried out for this team and
we hope that you will keep supporting your
Intramural
Activities Associations.

Poet Peter
Fellowes To
Read At H-SC
The poet Peter Fellowes will
give a reading from his recent work on Thursday, April 10, at
7:30 p.m. in the Parents &
Friends Lounge of HampdenSydney College. Mr. Fellowes,
who teaches at Oak Park College
in Chicago, is presently on a
reading tour at Southern
Colleges. His reading at Hampden-Sydney will be the last of this
year's series of monthly poetry
readings at the College.
Mr. Fellowes will read works
which will be included in his new
collection, The Better Host. He
will also read poems soon to be
published in Epoch, Poetry Now,
Pendulum, American Poetry
Review, New York Poetry
Review and in the fall issue of the
new Hampdeen-Sydney Poetry
Review.
Mr. Fellowes' poetry is
familiar to many readers in the
Virginia area.

Jim mi Lu Null
Honored With
Alumni Award
On April 4 the Music Department presented the first alumni
award to Jimmi Lu Null for
outstanding achievement in the
Music field. The recipient was
chosen by the entire music
department faculty for continuous work in her field after
graduation.
Jimmi Lu gave a recital first
and then the award was
presented to her. After the
presentation a reception was
given in her honor.

Concert Choir
Performs
Longwood's concert choir has
several upcoming presentations
for their spring schedule.
On April 12, three short pop
numbers will be presented in
Wygal Auditorium by the choir.
Selections for this presentation
will be various songs from Funny
Girl to Jesus Christ Superstar
with various individuals singing
solo numbers. The soloists for
this presentation will be: Carole
Scott, IJbby O.strom, Martha
Whitemer, Theresa Tkach, Vicki
Cross, and Susan Chambers.
There will be two showings, one
from 10:00-10:30 and the other
from 11:00-11:30.
The concert choir will also be
presenting selections of sacred
music on April 30.
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Different Aspects Of Student Activity Fees Discussed
The Student Activity Fee for
the 1975-1976 academic year has
been officially set at $35. This
amount is a $5 decrease as
compared to the amount each
student was charged at the
beginning of the present term.
However, an additional $10 fee
will be charged for the upcoming
year to fund the Intercollegiate
Sports Program. Intercollegiate
Sports include the Varsity teams
in the areas of tennis, golf, field
hockey, volleyball, basketball,
fencing, gymnastics, swimming,
archery, and lacrosse. In the
past, these teams have been
funded through the Athletic
Association. The AA was appropriated funds for all sports,
both intramural and
intercollegiate; A A funds were
then broken down, within the
organization itself, to cover these
two areas and also to finance
travel for the Varsity teams. In
reality, the bulk of Athletic
Association funds went toward
Intercollegiate Sports.
Recently, the two programs
were separated, the Athletic
Association becoming the
Intramural
Activities
Association, and Intercollegiate
Sports were separated from this
organization.
This newlyestablished system should help
alleviate some of the problems
encountered within the past year.
< )n several occasions, it has been
necessary for the Athletic
Association to request additional
fluids for Intercollegiate Sports.
The Intramural Sports Program
has been able to operate efficiently within its original
budget of $2,000, but approximately $1,500 in additional
funds had to be obtained to
sustain Intercollegiate Sports.
Some of this money was acquired
from the Contingency ireserve)
Fund of the Student Activity Fees
Committee, while some money
was allocated from other sources.
The initial budget set aside
from Athletic Association appropriations for Intercollegiate
Sports was $13,000 — $9,000 for
regular expenses and $4,000 for
travel. Most of the additional
mone) requested went toward
unexpected travel expenses. The
Intercollegiate Sports Fund next
.(in- will involve an estimated
$10,000, and the Longwood
Foundation may contribute
Money to sufficiently establish
tins new fund.
Wcording to Tom Dougan,
director of Student Activities,
ilus type of program has worked
effective!) at ninny colleges. The
Separation will also free approximately $5,000 lor use by the

Student Activity Fees Committee
in making appropriations for the
next term.
The Committee
The Student Activity Fees
Committee is made up almost
entirely of students, except for
the Administrative advisors.
These students include the class
treasurers and members-at-large
from each class. "It's not an easy
job," says Tom Dougan, one of
the Committee advisors. Mr.
Dougan expressed satisfaction
with the student Committee's
work. The allocation of Student
Activity Fees is entirely in the
hands of this Committee. It
should be noted that, at some
schools in the state, the administrators of the college have
sole authority in delegating funds
to
the
various
student
organizations.
The only exception to the
I/ingwood College system of
appropriations made by the
student committee is in cases of
organizations appealing to the
Student Activity Fees Committee
for additional funds during the
course of the year. The Committee has a Contingency Fund of
$2,000-$3,000 which actually
amounts to a reserve fund.
Organizations may request
additional money from this fund,
and the request is then acted on
by the Committee.
The
organization in need of funds
would actively appeal to the
Student Activity Fees Committee
and would either be granted
money from the Contingency
Fund, or have their request
denied. If an organization is
rejected, an appeal may then be
made to Dr. Willett. It would be
the ultimate decision of the
President as to whether a student
organization would eventually
receive more money from the
Contingency Fund or from other
sources.
Student opinion regarding this
aspect of the handling of funds
appears to be slightly one-sided.
Diane Jones and Julie Snuder
agree that Dr. Willett "shouldn't
have that much (authority)."
Willa Jean Derbin feels that one
person should not have the power
to overrule the Committee's
decision and should not "have
power over all that money." "He
(Dr. Willett) should work with
the Committee," suggests Cathy
Smith. Another unidentified
student feels that the Committee
decision should be upheld.
Concerning the work of the
Committee itself, Vickie Easter
expressed confidene in the
students involved with appropriations. Vickie feels that
'they are doing all they can do"

by having regular meetings and
discussions. Elaine Snead, a
member of the Student Activity
Fees Committee, assures her
fellow students that the Committee is "run efficiently" and
that student interests are well
represented.
The President's
Discretionary Fund
The President's Discretionary
Fund has also been a source of
questions among students. This
fund is financed through
monetary gifts to the College. Dr.
Willett explains that the fund is
basically an emergency reserve
when there is not enough time for
an appeal to go through the
Student Activity Fees Committee. He cited examples of last
minute travel expenses that have
faced some of the Varsity teams.
Dr. Willett added that it is the
aim of the College to allow a
successful sports team to go on to
the next level of competition.
In the future, however, the
Intercollegiate Sports Fund
should lessen this problem of
obtaining extra money.
According to Dr. Willett, the
fund is also a financial reserve
for student recruiting. Although a
budget is established annually for
recruiting, it sometimes becomes
necessary for additional funds to
be secured for this purpose. The
majority of the time, the
President's Discretionary Fund
would handle this need.
The Discretionary Fund is
available for both academic and
athletic reasons. In the past year,
Dr. Willett said that he has given
an
estimated
$500-$700
specifically from this fund for
various reasons.
Radford College System
Radford College has a system
of appropriating Student Activity
Fees which is very simUar
to the procedure now in effect
at Longwood. However, the
procedure used at Radford
College is much more detailed
and specific criteria must be met
in order for an organization to
receive Student Activity Fees.
This narrows the number of
organizations that may receive
this money and cuts the overall
activity fee.
The specific criteria for
receiving finances through the
Radford
College
Student
Activities Budget Committee are
as follows:
(1) The activities must be
available to all Radford College
students regardless of academic
major, class standing, race, sex,
and religion.
(2) The benefits from the activity must apply to the entire

student body rather than to any
identifiable few.
(3) There must be a clear
statement of the proposed
program,
activities,
and
estimated budget.
Although it has not been as
firmly established here at
Longwood, this is generally the
criteria that the Student Activity
Fees
Committee
follows.
However, since the procedure
here is not as clear-cut, more
organzations are eligible for
funds. For example, Radford
charges each student an $8 activity fee. The organizations
eligible to request appropriations
from this fee are the Student
Government Association, the
newspaper ad yearbook, the
Graduate Student Association,
the Arts Exhibits Committee, Mu
Phi Epsilon (receives money to
sponsor one special concert), and
the Glee Club (which is currently
trying to purchase a sound
system).
Separate fees are then
collected for athletics ($2) and
for the Student Union ($10). The
Health Center is maintained
through a portion of the boarding
fee paid by dormitory students.
The total amount of fees collected
for student activities is approximately $20 for each student.
Other activities are covered by
the Special Projects Fund. These
activities include lectures,
Women's Week, and Black Week.
The Special Projects Fund
receives funds to finance these
activities through revenue
collected on vending machines
located on campus. In comparison, activities of this nature
are financed by various
organizations at Longwood which
receive student activity fees
money.
These
students
organizations would include the
Artist Series, Student Union, and
the Afro-American Student
Alliance, to name a few.
The total of fees paid by
Longwood students to fund
student activities in the next year
will be $45. This money will
support approximately 22 various
campus organizations, including
the four classes and intramural
and intercollegiate sports.
Career-oriented
organizations
are also financed through student
activity fees. These include the
Federation of Student Social
Workers, the Home Economics
Club, Ixmgwood Players, and
the Longwood College Company
of Dancers. Student Activity Fees
are also allocated for H20 and
Corkettes, the Honors Council,
and the Miss longwood Pageant.
One major difference is the
financing of the Student Union. A

English Exam To Be Administered April 15
The first English proficiency
examination by which students
may eliminate an English
deficiency report on their records i
will be given on Tuesday, April
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15, at 1 p.m. in Room 108
Grainger. The examination has
been scheduled in accordance
with a resolution of the faculty
that students with serious
deficiencies in the use of written
English should not receive
degrees from Longwood College.
A faculty committee headed by
Cathleen Hosey, assistant professor of English, has worked
out the details of administering
the program. Students who are
deemed deficient in the use of
English may be reported to the
dean of the college at any time by
any member of the faculty. If this
deficiency is confirmed by two
other instructors, the student is
listed as deficient in English.
Students who are found to bei

deficient in English will be interviewed by a member of the
English Proficiency Committee
to suggest ways by which the
student might be helped.
Interviewers for the current
semester are Judy Johnson,
assistant professor of health and
physical education, and Carol C.
McCray, a member of the faculty
of the Campus School. Several
alternative means of removing a
deficiency may be suggested
including tutoring, a comprehensive course, a programmed text, work in the language
laboratory, and individual study.
Once each semester an
examination will be given to
those students who have been
reported to be deficient. Suc-

cessful completion of this
examination will remove the
English deficiency report from
the student's record.
Other members of the faculty
committee, each elected by the
individual departments, are
Cynthia Adams, Library; Nancy
Anderson, Speech and Drama;
Sandra Bollinger,mathematics;
Kurt
Corriher,
Foreign
Languages; Edith Daubner,
Education and Psychology;
Thomas Ely, Natural Sciences;
Elizabeth Etheridge, History and
Social Sciences; Elisabeth Flynn,
Art; Paul Hesselink, Music;
Marilyn
Osborn,
Home
Economics; and Sarah Lowe
Thomspon, Business.

separate fee is collected at
Radford, while the longwood
College Student Union is funded
through Student Activity Fees.
In addition, the President's
Discretionary Fund at Radford
College also serves as an
emergency loan fund for individual students as opposed to
aiding just student organizations.
The preceding summary
should give the students an idea
of the work now being done by the
Longwood College Student
Activity Fees Committee which
is in the process of appropriations. The program here
at Longwood involves a larger
assortment of organizations,
each of which must be studied
and considered for annual appropriations. Although the
Student Activity Fee at
Longwood surpasses the amount
collected at certain other
colleges, it allows for the inclusion of more organizations
which, in turn, accommodate a
wider variety of student interests.
YWCA Being Studied
One problem facing the
Committee at the present time
involves the YWCA. Recently
there has been student discussion
as to whether the organization
represents enough of the students
to rightfully receive Student
Activity Fees allocations. The
Committee'" is studying the
situation and weighing student
opinions. Diane Jones, a junior,
feels that "the present (YWCA)
program should not be appropriated money; however, if
they changed the program so it
would have more things to offer
and get more students involved,
they should be appropriated."
"They should be cut out of
,student funds because I personally feel it has no value," says
Cathy Smith.
Vickie Easter offered one
solution to the apparent problem.
She feels that it should be an
"optional type thing" and that
each student should have the
opportunity to approve or deny
the use of a portion of her student
activity fee for this purpose.
An
unidentified
student
believes that the YWCA should
continue to receive funds because
"it is a major organization."
Another student agreed, her
reason being that the YWCA is
"not discriminatory in relation to
the Afro-American Alliance,"
which is also financed through
student activity fees. Sue Rible
said, "even though it is a small
group, it represents a part of the
student body."
The subject of the YWCA, as
well as the justification of other
organizations receiving appropriations has apparently been
studied closely in the past. For
example, the YWCA received
$950 for 1973-74, requested $1,100
for the present year, but was cut
back to $800. Another example is
the MENC, which asked for $50
last year but received no funds
whatsoever. These decisions
were reached by the Student
Activity Fees Committee after
much
consideration
and
discussion.
It is not known at this time
whether any organizations not
currently receiving funds have
requested money for the upcoming year. Nor has there been
any evidence of organizations
being cut from funding. The final
decisions of the committee should
be reached within the upcoming
weeks, and this information will
be available to students at that
time.
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